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3 Customer phone number  

4 Customer email address  

5 Vehicle Make and Model (please ensure 
this vehicle is eligible for the grant) 

 
 
 
 

6 Vehicle Registration Number (VRN) or 
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)* 
*The VRN must be provided where the 
customer has possession of the vehicle on 
the day of installation. If the vehicle is on 
order, please provide your name, address, 
chargepoint ID and VRN to the DVLA within 
28 days of the delivery of the vehicle. 
ChargepointGrantEnq@dvla.gsi.gov.uk 
Failure to provide this within the 
timescale may mean OLEV takes action 
to seek recovery of the grant benefits, in 
accordance with section 5.  
 

 

7 For vehicles on order, please provide the 
estimated delivery date and one of the 
following identification numbers (please 
state which): 

 Order number 

 Reference number 

 Arrangement number 

 Agreement number 

 Enquiry/quotation number 
If your order confirmation does not include 
any of the above, please contact your 
vehicle provider to obtain one, otherwise 
this application will be ineligible. 
 

Identification number: 
 
 
Estimated delivery date: 
 
 
(The estimated delivery date should 
be no more than four months from 
the date of installation and should 
be the same date that appears on 
your vehicle order form. If, for any 
reason, these dates do not match, 
please provide an explanation as to 
why in the space below.) 
 
 
 

 
I, ………………………………… (“the customer”),  
hereby confirm that the above information is accurate, and if it is missing from 
this claim I will provide the VRN to DVLA within 28 days of the delivery of my 
vehicle. 
 
Signed…………………………………………..         Date…………………. 

mailto:ChargepointGrantEnq@dvla.gsi.gov.uk
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Section 2 
 
In addition to the information above, please put a tick in one of the four boxes in 
the right-hand column to confirm your customer type and that you have at least 
one of the matching pieces of evidence. All attached documents must 
reference your name, address and vehicle make and model. 
 
Customer type Accepted Evidence  

 
Please 
tick 

I am the registered 
keeper / I have 
ordered the 
vehicle 

A copy of the V5C 
 

 

Order Confirmation 

Other proof of purchase 
 

I am leasing or 
have a finance 
agreement for this 
vehicle  
 
Official headed 
documentation 
providing evidence 
that you are the 
user of an eligible 
electric vehicle for 
a minimum of 6 
months. 

Leasing Confirmation  

Hire Purchase Agreement 
 

Personal Contract Hire Agreement  
 

Personal Contract Purchase Agreement 
 

Motability Order or Contract 
 

Letter from Leasing Company or other 
appropriate party providing use of the 
vehicle (must include a Company 
Registration Number) 

I am the 
nominated user of 
an employer 
vehicle 
 
Official headed 
documentation 
providing evidence 
that you are the 
user of an eligible 
electric vehicle for 
a minimum of 6 
months is required 

Letter from Employer (See Annex I for 
template, must include Company 
Registration Number, VAT-registration 
number or attach separate HMRC 
registration confirmation) 
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Section 3 
Under the scheme the government funds up to 75% of the cost of a home 
chargepoint and associated equipment as well as the cost of installation. Usually 
the remaining cost should be met by the customer. However, there may be 
circumstances when other 3rd parties offer to meet this cost such as vehicle 
manufacturers, energy companies or chargepoint manufacturers. 

If you are not contributing the total amount 
of the remaining cost of the chargepoint 
please describe how this is being covered 

 
 
 

 
Section 4 
Eligibility Criteria for Grant 
I confirm that each of the below statements applies to me: 
(Please tick each the boxes below to confirm you have read and understood all 
of the terms and conditions below.) 

I am the registered keeper, lessee or the nominated user of this 
eligible electric vehicle or have the vehicle on order  

I have use of this eligible vehicle for a minimum of 6 months 
beginning on the date I take keepership or control of the vehicle. I 
acknowledge that I am required to inform the installer if before 
my installation date my circumstances change and I am 
therefore no longer eligible for the grant. 

 

I understand that after the installation date if my 
circumstances change and I therefore no longer have control 
of the vehicle for the minimum 6 months period I am required 
to inform OLEV via email at chargepoint.grants@olev.gsi.gov.uk 

 

The address specified in Part A is a residential address and that I 
own the property or have consent from the landlord for a domestic 
recharging unit to be installed. 

 

I have leased the 
vehicle as part of a 
salary-sacrifice 
scheme. 

Letter from Employer (See Annex I for 
template, must include Company 
Registration Number, VAT-registration 
number or attach separate HMRC 
registration confirmation) 

 

Order Confirmation 

mailto:chargepoint.grants@olev.gsi.gov.uk
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If I have possession of my vehicle on the day of installation, 
and the VRN was not provided in Part A, I understand that the 
VRN MUST be provided in Part B of this application. If a third 
party will be signing Part B on the day of installation, I will 
ensure they are able to provide the correct VRN for me. 

 

To my knowledge, a grant has not previously been claimed at this 
property under the Domestic Recharging Scheme (which ran from 
February 2013 to August 2014) or EVHS. 
OR  
My household has 2 eligible vehicles and I am therefore claiming a 
second chargepoint grant. In this case: 
   - The VRN for the existing eligible vehicle (which is not the 
vehicle being claimed for in this application) is ……………………… 
   - The existing eligible vehicle (which is not the vehicle being 
claimed for in this application) is a leased/company vehicle or is 
currently on order, and I will provide additional evidence for this 
vehicle as listed in Section 2. 

 

I have not previously claimed under the Domestic Recharging 
Scheme or Electric Vehicle Homecharge Scheme for this vehicle   

I am having this chargepoint installed as a private individual and 
will not be claiming the VAT back from HMRC.   

The installation address has designated private off-street parking 
with good access for an eligible vehicle to be charged safely.   

 
 
Conditions for use of chargepoint  
In addition, I can confirm that I am in agreement with the following conditions of 
use:  

I am content for: 
…………………………………………………[authorised chargepoint 
installer], to claim the Electric Vehicle Homecharge grant on my 
behalf and acknowledge that I may be contacted in the future by 
the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) or its agents for audit 
purposes. (Your personal information will be safeguarded and 
processed in accordance with the requirements of the Data 
Protection Act 1998.) 

 

I understand that I am responsible for paying the costs associated 
with electricity usage for the chargepoint.   
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Section 5 - Customer Declaration 
 
I have read and understood the information outlined in sections 2 - 5. I declare 
that the information I have given on this form is correct and complete. I 
understand that OLEV will use all of the information provided on this form and all 
supporting evidence to assess the claim for the Electric Vehicle Homecharge 
Grant Scheme. If I knowingly breach any of the above conditions, give information 
that is incorrect or if relevant information is knowingly omitted in this application, 
OLEV reserves the right to take whatever action it deems appropriate (including, 
but not limited to, legal action) to recover from the customer any benefit received 
in accordance with the EVHS grant and any other associated recovery costs. 
 
Signed…………………………………………..         Date…………………. 
 
Name…………………………………………….. ("the customer") 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


